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na kánei me tis euédiktes ergastikés skéases kai tis synh lirthi uperolohíon gia tin ektelei
gamikyménon ergasía tin svostikh paragwugh. Auth tis pléon synhthi praktiki échei san
apotelesma ergastés pou sto parallh dein ektelesthai tis idies ergasies, na anaplabánoun pléon tis
epistiasi se synergeia ta otopia apaschoíoun ws epí to pléioston metawástes. Me auton ton ttopo
oi ergastés, sto plásiostos mia vésa ierarxikh dómhs, metatréptoun prosomína se ergodótes tou
xhómei eis me tis epixeirhia kai tis epidiwzhies tis.

Svinofizontas, h meléte tou Basil Lály einai mia prwtotíppha éreuna pou anadeiyni tis
koivnológhikh smiasia tis koivnológhikou kýrou tou ergasoménon axióplóntas to parádeigma
enós orghbnou pou entásetai sto plásiostas twn diethwn allagwn orghbnou tis oikonomías kai
tis ergasías. O ennoviologikó diáskewrímatos anámesa se evnderveorísgakous kai exeréngasíaskous
paragóntan anuvlous koivnológhikou kýrou einai idiasitéres smiantikhs gia tis svostikh koivnoló-
gia, enw hè mevdovológhikh thn epilugh na svnwhsía tis poiotikh kai poiotikh éreuna, an kai
eina idiasitéres apaitistikhs, katafér eini me zeukátrh ttopo na faxíseis tis géneis kai evdiokýntes
ptuchés tou fainóménu. Próbkei gia mia meléte pou estadipsi se allagh pou epíferoun oi véses
mhnfes ergasia sto koivnológhikó kýro mésa apo tis análwsi diáfarétikon epaggelemátos enóds
enós orghbnou, alla kai tis ekkatástas twn svnekéion kai svnekéion pou charaktérizoun tis
ernwnieia tis ergasia sto plásiostas twn rižikon allagwn pou ékoun epeléthe se auth
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Unveiling Domestic Work in Times of Crisis is the first research that examines migrant domest-
ic workers’ mobility patterns in Greece in a comparative way before and during the crisis.
Through the interdisciplinary and coherent analysis of objective and subjective factors, the study
provides the longitudinal understanding of the social processes of change on migrants social
stratification and mobility. Research findings conclude that in times of crisis migrant domestic
workers with emotional attachment with their employers not only became accustomed to their
jobs and the conditions related to them, but they also developed new values and personal ambi-
tions that made changing careers undesirable and almost impossible.

The social entrapment of migrant workers appears as a paradox in times of crisis. It lies at
two levels: on one hand, the majority of migrant population lives in countries facing the conse-
quences of the social hardship and, on the other hand, it is occupied in low-level jobs with zero or
few opportunities for labor market mobility. This situation may intensify the degree of workers’
dependency on their employers for job security. The main sociological problem is that, while in
times of crisis one would expect migratory process or a mobility trend towards other professions
to occur, studies show that as long as the crisis is consolidated, this workforce is getting more
trapped into these professions with more unfavorable employment conditions.

Unveiling Domestic Work in Times of Crisis is an in-depth study on job ties, social attachments and barriers that perpetuate women migrant domestic workers’ entrapment at a time of economic stagnation. It is an innovative and exemplary research on social stratification and mobility, as it analyses the ways in which social change leads to variations in the degree of workers’ dependency on their employers for job security. Putting “servitude” to the core of the analysis, this study reveals how domestic work shapes these women’s perceptions and prospects of mobility in Greece.

The study of Professor Psimmenos Unveiling Domestic Work in times of crisis is the first study which examines migrant women domestic workers’ mobility patterns in Greece in a comparative way reviewing the same group of workers before and during the crisis. Inspired by the work of Du Bois (1920), this research aims at highlighting the economic and social impact of crisis upon this particular occupational group. Two main issues explain the choice of domestic work: firstly, that the occupation is an index tool of the social processes of change and occupational roles; and secondly, that the definition of occupation as a key tool is central for understanding change within or between different social and occupational groups.

The research used a comparative method to investigate the impact of the crisis on the lives of domestic workers between two time periods, “prosperity” (2005-2008) and recession (2009-2016). The research team focused on two goals: (a) to explore changing labor market environments for domestic workers; and (b) to analyze the impact of these changes on their work expectations, family - peer group relationships and social welfare practices and strategies. To address these issues, 50 semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted with migrant workers from Albania, Ukraine and Romania. In order to achieve greater analytic depth into the social process of change, interviews were chosen from previous (2005-2008) surveys, combined with snowball sampling technique for interconnecting interviewees, searching for additional data from social networks, personal documents and visits to workers’ homes.

In particular, Bada and Hantzaroula in their article explore the social development and regularization of domestic service in Greece since the early nineteenth century due to the rise of the urban middle class. It is among the first historical study on domestic work in Greece with archives data. The historical study reveals how the social mechanisms used to control domestic workers in private households and migration flows provided the main channels for the regularization of domestic work, which has resulted in domestic workers’ entrapment treating them as a separate category from other migrant workers.

Following this, Psimmenos article highlights the changes in domestic work organization between the Gastarbeiter (Guestworker) system in the 1970s and the present system of migrant work and employment conditions since the 1980s, which show the reverse procedure and deregulation of domestic work. Specifically, it explains how in times of crisis new forms of paternalism and control have turned the model of the organization of migrant labor into workers’ dependency from individual employers and private households. This has led migrants to become trapped in the informal labor sector, while discrimination in the profession is consolidated and institutionalized.

Afterwards, Lazarescu and Kouzas analyze existing approaches to intra-occupational mobility amongst low-income and low-status domestic workers. They explore the factors that determine women’s career prospects and expectations during the time of hardship. In particular, recession has had a reverse impact on the meanings attached to work by changing their values and minimizing their expectations with direct impact on the perception of themselves and the mobility prospects. New criteria of mobility and new social status divisions are observed among domestic workers that...
perpetuate their social dependence on their jobs and further encourage their deferential behavior.

On the other hand, Xypolytas, Vassilikou, and Fouskas focus on how the crisis affects domestic workers’ transnational family ties and modes of organization, their emotional ties to their employers, and their capacities and motives for joining community associations. The study reveals the changes in the mentality of women domestic workers and the factors influencing the development of familial ties with employers. Due to socioeconomic uncertainty, divisions among workers, their own families, and their families of employment are growing and past emotional attachments are being renegotiated. As a result, the casual and individualized nature of employment is fragmenting collective identities outside the workplace. This process is intensified in times of change.

Finally, Skamnakis and Malekaki analyse welfare practices of domestic workers and offer a critique that questions not only the relationship between domestic work and welfare access but also the role of the job itself in formulating informal care regimes. It is found that barriers to welfare are created not only by the social protection system itself, but also by the culture built around informal work, which reinforces attitudes and practices that legitimize unofficial and indirect forms of social protection. The survey highlights the fact that during crisis domestic workers face greater difficulties in gaining access to social protection than before crisis. This is due to the double exclusion process stemming from the deficient social state and the discriminatory practices of their marginalization from welfare, but also from their views on how expensive and inefficient social protection is offered to them. Therefore, in times of crisis, migrant domestic workers are marginalized even more by social services.

More specifically, the study according to the above provides that on their career path migrant domestic workers with emotional attachment with their employers not only became accustomed to their jobs and the conditions related to them, but they also developed new values and personal ambitions that made changing careers undesirable, if not almost impossible. The study finds that the more domestic workers internalized their subordination and loss of control over their personal lives, the less likely they were to change work and leave domestic service, identifying their existence and social position with their work as servants at the expense of their freedom and relationship to networks.

Throughout, the study has provided with two main theoretical and methodological issues as innovative aspects of the analysis for the understanding of the effects of crisis upon migrant domestic workers:

(a) **at the theoretical level**, the importance of social status as well as moral and personal dependency that are much more important than income, and

(b) **at the methodological level**, the longitudinal understanding of the social processes of change on migrants social stratification and mobility.

In conclusion, *Unveiling Domestic Work in Times of Crisis* constitutes a valuable historical and sociological research on social stratification and mobility and a useful social policy tool. Through the comparative, interdisciplinary and coherent analysis of objective and subjective factors, this research allows a deeper understanding of the impact of the crisis on people’s lives, their professional aspirations and images of society in the particular historical and social context.
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